EUROSAC MEMBERS:
THE PAPER SACK MANUFACTURERS IN EUROPE

Paper sack manufacturers *worldwide* and producers of small and medium sized paper bags can also join us as *Corresponding Members*. There is a strong collaboration with our *Associate Members*, who are the *suppliers* to this industry, like paper, machine, ink and adhesives manufacturers.

EUROSAC - THE STRONG NETWORK
FOR THE EUROPEAN PAPER SACK
WITH MORE THAN 60 YEARS OF EXPERTISE
EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF PAPER SACK MANUFACTURERS
OUR MISSION

EUROSAC was created in 1952 to develop and promote the interests of the paper sack industry through:

- Examination of issues of general interest for the paper sack industry
- Effecting research aimed at increasing and developing the use of paper sacks
- Contacts and collaboration with professional associations for related activities
- Liaison with authorities on problems of economic policy or legislative nature

OUR NETWORK

EUROSAC works in close cooperation with:

- CEPI Eurokraft, the Federation of European Kraft Paper Producers in the ESPACE Program (Environmental Strategy Program and Communication on Lobbying and Research)
- CITPA (International Confederation of Paper and Board Converters in Europe) and CEPI (Confederation of European Paper Industries) to assure the liaison with European authorities in Brussels and follow up the development of European regulations affecting our industry
- Industry organizations like CEMBUREAU (European Cement Association)
- International organizations like PSSMA (Paper Shipping Sack Manufacturers’ Association) to have an overview of the international market, development and activities
- All parties in the paper sack value chain (paper, glue, ink, machinery, ... manufacturers)

OUR TRACK RECORD

- Reliable and detailed information on the developments of the paper sack market
- LCAs (Life Cycle Analysis) and Carbon Footprint Analysis for the paper sack industry
- "Industry Guidelines for Paper Sacks in Contact with Food"
- Guide to facilitate the transition to new GHS symbols on paper sacks
- Educatve Movies "Russell the Spruce", "The Power of Nature"
- Toolbox on the internet website for EUROASAC Members, e.g.:
  - Carbon Footprint Calculator
  - Paper Sack System Computer Model
- Guidelines on use of adhesives or on printing issues in paper sack manufacturing, ...

OUR EVENTS

- Annual Congress: gathering the paper sack industry for several days, combining informative work sessions and business networking
- Seminars & Workshops on technical questions, environmental issues, ...
- EUROASAC Grand Prix: rewarding the development of innovative paper sacks

RENEWABLE - RECYCLABLE - BIODEGRADABLE